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Design Practice and Aesthetics 
 

Vibeke Riisberg & Anne Louise Bang 

Kolding School of Design 

 

 

“Esthetic experience is imaginative” 

Dewey 1934, p. 276 
 

As resources are getting scarcer we have to find ways to change the 

current patterns of fashion consumption. This requires serious adjustments 

to textile production, the fashion system, the use phase as well as to the 

education of consumers and designers. 

We shall here discuss the aesthetic experience of tactile sensibility 

as a means to create increased awareness of the material quality of textiles 

and garments. We suggest that becoming more aware of textiles‟ material 

quality and garment fit could enhance users‟ ability to judge and appreciate 

the value of garments. If the user is able to make more secure choices in her 

or his purchases this might lead to enhanced satisfaction in the use phase 

and thus establish emotional attachment. According to some literature in the 

field all these parameters are essential to slow down fashion, reduce the en-

vironmental impact of production and save resources (Allwood et al 2006, 

Fletcher 2008, Fletcher & Grose 2012, Klepp 2001, Niinimäki & Koskinen 

2011). 

The aim of our research is to develop new dialogue tools for teach-

ing fashion and textile students in order to stimulate new ways of thinking 

and engaging with users. In the longer term our aim is to develop alternative 

transformational strategies that may further the design of products and serv-

ices for a more sustainable future. 

Tactile Sensing. Most people would agree that we live in a visually 

dominated culture, where according to Walker there is “a major emphasis on 

product appearance”, (Walker 2007, p. 7). He thinks this renders product 

aesthetics hollow and superficial. Another aspect we would argue is that 

impressions through the other senses get less attention and thus remain tacit 

and not fully experienced. As the weaver and Bauhaus teacher Anni Albers 

remarked in a 1965 essay on tactile sensibility: 
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All progress .... is coupled to regression elsewhere. We 

have advanced in general, for instance, in regard to verbal 

articulation – the reading and writing public of today is 

enormous. But we certainly have grown increasingly 

insensitive in our perception by touch, the tactile sense. 

(Anni Albers, p. 69) 
 

Since then visual and digital culture has exploded and further increased the 

loss of tactile sensibility. This influences our capacity to experience and 

judge aspects of the quality of textile products that are still fundamental to 

our daily activities. Albers also expresses this to the point: 
 

We touch things to assure ourselves of reality. We touch 

the objects we love. We touch things we form. Our tactile 

experiences are elemental. (Anni Albers, p. 69) 
 

Lack of tactile sensing goes far beyond the perception of textile products 

since it has significance in the processing of experiences of other products 

and our environment as well. We will next take a closer look at what consti-

tutes an experience and how scholars in the field of fashion and textiles 

connect this to sustainability issues. 

 

Experience. 

Experience is the result, the sign, and the reward of that 

interaction of organism and environment which, when it 

is carried out to the full, is a transformation of interac-

tion into participation and communication. (John Dewey 

1934, p. 28) 
 

John Dewey in his book Experience & Education tells us that “ev-

ery experience both takes up something from those which have gone before 

and modifies in some way the quality of those which come after.”
1
 Victor 

Margolin takes up this quote in his essay on “The Experience of Products” 

remarking that: “thus experience can become richer and deeper the more 

awareness and understanding are brought forward from the past.”
2
 Later on 

Margolin, again drawing on Dewey, points to the importance of making 

                                                 
1 Dewey 1938, p. 35. 
2 Margolin 2002, p. 41. 
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connections between products and users‟ experiences in order to discern the 

qualities that result in satisfying use: 
 

for the general public, a greater awareness of how prod-

ucts contribute to personal experience will help everyone 

act more consciously and decisively within the product 

milieu as we seek to improve the quality of our lives. 

(Margolin 2002, p. 55) 
 

Experience and emotions is the subject of many scholarly writings 

in the field of participatory and co-design. Lately it has also become part of 

the discourse on fashion and sustainability. Niinimäkki & Koskinen, refer-

ring to Donald Norman, state that there are three levels in processing experi-

ence: the visceral, the behavioural, and the reflective. The latter is the high-

est, and here a person reflects upon his/her experience. This level comprises 

“feelings, emotions, self-image, personal satisfaction, memories and cogni-

tion”. Drawing on Chapman the authors point out that the reflective level is 

fundamental for discursive engagement. According to the authors these ele-

ments may be central in changing the current consumption of fast fashion 

and create a more „healthy‟ sustainable fashion future (Chapman 2005; 

Niinimäkki & Koskinen 2011, p. 117-78; Norman 2004). 

Fletcher & Grose refer to practice and a number of projects that 

work with building knowledge through experience by co-operative inquiry. 

They mention „four-ways of knowing‟ which are “used to explain how we 

discern something beyond the traditional reaches of scientific and academic 

study”. These four ways are: Experiential, presentational, propositional and 

practical, and in order to work optimally they should build on each other, 

(Fletcher & Grose, p. 158). Employing this method, they hold, can be help-

ful to the designer who wants to convey abstract information and make it 

real and appropriate to trigger new behaviour. One of their examples em-

ploying this method is the Permacouture Institute that invites people to 

forage for plants and make dye baths to colour their own fabric and yarn. 

After these activities they gather for a dinner arranged around the same 

plants “linking food, fibre and textiles” (ibid.). 

We now turn to a brief outline of our methodical approach for the 

experiments, followed by a summary of the background for the project. 

A Dialogue Tool. As part of the PhD project ‟Emotional Value of 

Applied Textiles‟, Anne Louise Bang (ALB) has worked with method de-

velopment focusing on ways in which the textile designer can include user 
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experience in the design process (Bang 2011). Considering the thesis topic it 

was relevant to involve the end user, since the emotional experience is obvi-

ously centred on the use of the textiles and hence beyond the normal design 

process. The thesis embraced a wide variety of topics but took its point of 

departure in the dialogue about the tactile experience. 

One of the methods to encourage conscious reflection on tactile 

sensibility is based on the psychological interviewing technique called the 

Repertory Grid (RG) used in several different disciplines. In 2006, when 

Bang embarked on her research there were only a few examples in textile 

design research where RG had been used to elicit verbalisation of visual and 

tactile experiences of textiles (Moody et al. 2001; Homlong 2006). Briefly, 

the method is based on having a dialogue about „selected elements‟. In 

psychotherapy the „elements‟ are typically the client‟s circle of friends and 

acquaintances. In the field of design the „elements‟ could be a selection of 

materials, objects, and other items deemed relevant for the purpose of the 

dialogue. The actual way of speaking is also structured in a specific way. 

For this purpose the use of triads in particular seemed promising when the 

focus was on verbalising different types of sensory experiences. The method 

is structured such that the test person first chooses three elements and then is 

asked by the interviewer: “How do two of these elements resemble each 

other and how do they differ from the third element?” (for a more in-depth 

description of RG in relation to textile design, see, e.g., Bang 2010 and 

Bang 2013). 

In her work ALB focused on ways in which RG could be used as a 

dialogue tool between more than two individuals. Through co-design ap-

proaches, such as cultural probes and design games, she also developed a 

procedure to apply the technique in textile design. The use of RG was re-

stricted to the specific analyses of how the textile designer could involve the 

users and other stakeholders in an industrial design process. 

In the Awareness project – affiliated with the research project 

Local Wisdom – Vibeke Riisberg (VRI), in collaboration with interaction 

and fashion designer Alina Breuil Moat and fashion design student Laura 

Locher, has elaborated on the RG technique as a dialogue tool for tactile 

sensibility as well as full-scale garment probes. In these experiments the 

participants are invited to enter an open dialogue with the researcher / 

designer that is not goal-oriented, but experience-oriented. 

A brief summary of project Local Wisdom may inform the back-

ground of these experiments. 
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Local Wisdom. Dr. Kate Fletcher initiated Local Wisdom in 2009 

and in her own words the project: 
 

... explores satisfying and resourceful practices associ-

ated with using clothes. This „craft of use‟ aims to 

challenge the dependency of the fashion industry on 

increasing material throughput and propose solutions 

through sustained attention to tending and using 

garments and not just creating them. (Fletcher 2014) 
 

Through interviews and community photo shoots Fletcher has 

gathered hundreds of stories about how people use, wear, tend, mend, repair, 

adjust, swap and share clothes (Fletcher 2014). Many of the stories concern 

the users‟ emotional attachment to the garments and the creation of one‟s 

own style independently of the rhythm of rapidly changing fashion. Kate 

Fletcher calls these different aspects of practice „craft of use‟ – a concept 

that includes both material and immaterial competencies. 

In 2012 Fletcher generously offered her ethnographic inspired 

research as a departure for design students‟ projects at seven schools around 

the world, among which was The Design School Kolding (DSK). But when 

we introduced the Local Wisdom project to 5
th

 semester fashion and textile 

students in a three week course, we faced a number of challenges. Even 

though all students at DSK are introduced to participatory and co-design 

methods in their 3
rd

 semester, we have noticed that few fashion and textile 

students seem to enjoy and grasp the way these methods can be put to work 

in their subject area during their bachelor studies. Later, in the master 

program, there have been a number of projects including participatory 

design with stunningly good results. Here we cannot go deeper into this, but 

from previous teaching we recognized the importance of first finding one‟s 

own identity before being able to fully engage with the user aspects (Leer-

berg, Riisberg, Boutrup 2010). 

Some of the challenges we faced with Local Wisdom were the 

students‟ bewilderment about how to convert or integrate the user stories as 

part of their own design process. They were also introduced to the possibil-

ity of designing services, e.g. repairing or altering existing garments. But 

through a one-day repair workshop we found that most students did not 

possess the requisite skills and some of them had no interest in these 

activities, whereas others found a deep satisfaction in them. Some students 

were critical of the Local Wisdom stories and the people interviewed – one 
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student remarked that they all looked like old hippies. This in our opinion is 

not the case, but the student made a good point since in a way all the Local 

Wisdom stories show people who dare to have their own style and many talk 

about craft skills. One might say that these users are already behaving 

sustainably, so the big question is in fact: how do we get the rest, i.e. those 

who more or less blindly follow fast fashion trends without any reflection on 

the consequences to the environment, to do so as well? 

We therefore decided to make a pilot research project to investigate 

whether more abstract experiences of tactility and clothes could create a 

dialogue with users, the aim being to promote increased awareness of one‟s 

own choice of garments. The goal was at the same time to develop better 

tools and methods for educating fashion and textile designers so they 

hopefully in the future might realize the potential in engaging with users 

during the design process. 

 

Aesthetic Experience and Awareness. 

“Darkness within darkness 

 the gateway to all understanding” 
(Lao-tzu) 

 

The starting point of the Awareness project was a discussion in the 

team of the dominance of visual experiences in our culture, whereas tactile 

sensibility is often non-verbal and hence remains tacit. After visiting a blind 

couple to hear about their ways of selecting garments from their wardrobe 

and buying new clothes, we invited high school students to participate in a 

series of experiments. Inviting teenagers was a deliberate choice of a certain 

age group, since they are known for their consumption of fast fashion. This 

specific segment also represents young people who are enrolled in second-

ary education meaning that they are a relatively privileged group used to 

expressing themselves verbally. 

As a way to stage an unusual aesthetic experience of textiles we 

decided to use a variant of the RG technique in the first experiment. The 

purpose was to expand the participants‟ awareness of tactile sensibility and 

to gain insight into their ability to express the aesthetic experience in their 

own words. As part of participating in this experiment they were also both 

interviewed and asked to give feed back in a questionnaire. 

The Repertory Grid Experiment. For this RG-experiment we chose 

to work with five triads – each triad consisting of three different fabrics. 

Each group had two samples with similarities and one that was different. We 
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picked thirteen different textiles, a paper-like non-woven material, and a 

sponge rubber. A wide selection of fabric qualities in different fibres and 

textile techniques – woven and knitted – were represented. Two identical 

sets of samples divided into five groups with three samples in each were 

constructed. The selection criterion for the fifteen samples was that they 

should represent different textures and fibres. Our intention was to construct 

triads open to interpretation and conversation so there would not necessarily 

be consensus among the participants. 

The RG-experiment was carried out with two participants at a time 

and lasted approximately fifteen minutes. We did it with three groups of 

high school students age eighteen to twenty.
1
 Each participant was also 

photographed in one of their favourite garments and interviewed about what 

they particularly liked about it; this was voice recorded whereas the RG-

experiment was video recorded. Here we describe only the RG-part. 

Before starting, the participants were blind-folded in order to en-

sure maximum focus on the tactile experience. Then they were given one 

sample at a time and had approximately thirty seconds to feel each of them. 

After three samples they took turns explaining which two samples they 

found were more alike and which one was different. They were also asked 

to explain why they thought some were alike and some were different. The 

two participants did not always agree, but each was able to describe the 

sensations and most often offered reasons for their opinions. 

In one of the groups participant A, for example, thought that 

sample number one and sample three had most similarities, since both were 

thick, while sample two was very thin. Participant B on the other hand 

thought that sample one and two were most alike because they were smooth, 

whereas sample three was rough. Both answers are equally valid but demon-

strate the different interpretations of these sensory experiences. 

Some participants were extremely probing and manipulated the 

material with their hands and fingers in many different ways also shaking it 

to hear the sound of it. They also touched the inside of their forearms where 

the skin is more sensitive to get a better sensation of the material. At one 

point participant C made use of her lips and face caressing herself with the 

fabric. The verbal explanation from participant C was also more comprehen-

sive and occasionally very imaginative, and there was no doubt that these 

                                                 
1 This group attended the international class and was a bit older than normal Danish high school 

students; common to the participants in all our experiments was also the fact that many had 
spent a year abroad. 
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tactile experiences engendered a high degree of pleasure as well as disgust 

and puzzlement. Among other things C gave this description of to her a 

pleasurable fabric: 
 

... number two was very fine and fragile, it was almost so 

soft that one could not feel it ... this one I would really like 

to wear ... one is not sure if you hold on to anything at all 
 

Later on C reacted strongly with disgust to another fabric imagining some-

thing apparently horrible to her: 
 

... no, no ... uuu, this one I don‟t like to touch, it is disgust-

ing, I cannot stand it ... it feels like my hands are getting 

mealy ... just a bit like dead animal or something like that 

and then a bite of mealy apple that is just born too early
1
 

 

The first quote is C‟s remarks on a very soft lightweight silk japon, the 

second is on a viscose/silk velour of which the backside feels a bit hard due 

to the dense weave and the hard spun yarn, while the velour front side on the 

contrary has a soft pile. The other participant D agreed that the first sample 

felt nice, but had a totally different perception of the second. D‟s first reac-

tion to the velour was: 
 

this is lovely, ah, how lovely … it is something like this a 

pillow could be made of ... it feels like fur. 
 

Due to time constraints, only the first group completed all fifteen 

samples; the second and the third group completed nine samples. The 

participants did not get to view the textiles until after the experiment and 

they were highly surprised. Several of the samples that they had found very 

attractive while blind-folded did not live up to their expectations once they 

laid eyes on them. This experience gave rise to a conversation about sensory 

experiences and the dominance of sight among them. Unfortunately we had 

far too little time for this part, since the six girls had to get back to the 

school after one hour. 

In unexpected and novel ways the RG proved to be a highly useful 

framework for obtaining evidence of the participants‟ experiences of tactili-

ty. It was also confirmed that the method offers a path to verbal reflection on 

                                                 
1 Second group Movie 2012. 
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experiences with textiles. In later experiments it may be valid to discuss the 

degree of complexity and the number of fabrics. The limited time available 

did not allow having a thorough follow-up conversation. 

We consider the experiments conducted as part of the Awareness 

project to be a pilot where we tested whether this group of users could and 

would engage enthusiastically. The second experiment also consisted of 

different elements since the class was larger in number. We shall now focus 

on the most complex part of that experiment, which we consider to be the 

natural next step from the first tactile sensing with hands. 

 

Body, Clothing, and Tactile Sensibility. 

Clothes are among our most personal possessions. They 

are the main medium between our sense of our bodies 

and our sense of the external world. (Miller 2010, p. 23) 
 

For the second experiment a group of nineteen high school students 

age fifteen to seventeen visited us. We divided them into four groups with 

different activities. Here we focus on the part of the experiment where tac-

tile sensibility involving the whole body was tested. We asked for volun-

teers for testing garments and for helpers. Four girls agreed to the garment 

testing and six helpers joined. This group was divided, in order to conduct 

the experiment with one garment on one test person at a time. We also once 

tried it with two test persons in two different garments at the same time. The 

following is based on the first three experiments with one test person. 

First the test person was taken to a dressing facility and asked to 

undress to their underwear, next they were blind-folded by the class mate 

helpers who then dressed them in one of the seven specially constructed 

garments all of which combined two different types of material. Visual 

parameters were disregarded in the stitching, choice of colours and patterns; 

focus was on different cuts and the selection of five different types of woven 

material varying in fibres, surface, drape, hand, weight and density. Further-

more the outfits were made in such a way that people of different sizes and 

builds could fit into them. 

Four outfits were separated vertically with two different kinds of 

material in the right and the left side; two of them were made into „blouses‟ 

with long sleeves but had no closures; two were made into sleeveless 

dresses of different lengths and a V-neck. The remaining three outfits were 

dresses separated horizontally with one material on the upper body and one 

material on the lower body, a short sleeve, a round neck, and different dress 
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lengths and closeness to the body as well as three variations of waistline. 

The experiment was divided into three segments. The first part was with the 

two blouses; the second part was with the two sleeveless dresses, and the 

third part was with the three dresses. 

We have not yet transcribed all the material, so we can only give a 

glimpse of the participants‟ reactions from the video recordings: 
 

On one side of the body there is a very soft fabric one is 

almost not able to feel and then there is the other side 

that is harder. But in a way I think it‟s cool that two 

materials are mixed in this way. The body is challenged 

through the two different forms of fabrics that touch it. 

You start thinking about it. 
 

Here it doesn‟t itch because it doesn‟t really touch the 

body. It itches only where it‟s sitting close to the skin. 
 

I am like totally in love with this one. It is extremely 

nice to wear. It feels like it is sitting OK, and it feels 

nice and light, also the material. 
 

You might want to pull the shoulder up while walking 

cause you want it to sit in the right place. 
 

I don‟t know what it‟s called but I can recognise this 

one. I remember that I have touched/felt it before. 
 

This feels asymmetric, it feels short in the back and 

really light over here, you have to walk like this. 
 

It also feels very naked, as if I‟m not wearing any 

clothes. 
 

It feels like it is beautiful because I have an idea of its 

cut making me look good. 
 

I like that it is tighter here, so that it sits close to the 

body. 
 

But I don‟t think I think about it like this in my 

everyday life. 
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There was a high degree of complexity in this experiment, and it is 

not possible to make a general comparison of the participants‟ reactions to 

each outfit. The purpose, however, was not to make a comparison, but, 

similar to the first experiment, the goal was to develop a method and tools to 

incorporate the entire body in tactile sensing. Based on the video recordings 

and the feed-back we got in the follow up questionnaires this goal seemed to 

be achieved successfully. But we still need to transcribe all the video 

recordings in order to make a solid analysis of the experiment, thus the 

following discussion should really be seen as work in progress. 

Discussion and Concluding Remarks. John Dewey in many of his 

writings describes how experiences affect our lives and how important they 

are to education. He states that experiences occur continuously, because we 

interact with our environment (Dewey 1934, 1989 p. 42). According to 

Margolin, Dewey uses the term interaction to describe the relation between 

the individual and the environment that results in experience. Objective 

conditions occur in the environment whereas internal ones take place within 

the individual. This interplay Dewey calls a situation. Margolin also points 

out that in order for a situation to result in an experience, there has to be a 

narrative connection which “incorporates its own inherent individualised 

quality and self-sufficiency.” In addition there also must be a conclusion as 

well as a unity which gives the experience a feeling of uniqueness. An ex-

perience is therefore never general but has its own peculiarity with its own 

qualities. It is this peculiarity which gives meaning to the experience. The 

experience takes place in concrete circumstances, which give the experience 

its quality, attained through our engagement with people or objects (Mar-

golin 2002, p. 40). 

How users experience and recognise things is important for the de-

signer. Textiles and clothes are an integral part of our daily experience; 

hence they can help inspire the reflective dimension of people‟s interaction 

with things. When things are used we get a more or less personal relation-

ship to them. Neither Dewey nor Margolin mention textiles, but speak in 

general terms about experience in relation to human interaction with prod-

ucts and with their surroundings. With reference to Dewey, Margolin states: 
 

Experience exists in the individual‟s consciousness as a 

result of his or her interaction with a product. Therefore 

no two individuals will have identical experiences. 

Each individual attributes different inner conditions to a 

user situation and will assign his or her interaction with 
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the product a degree of importance that is unique to that 

individual. (Margolin 2002, p. 44) 
 

It was not a product experience that we intended to generate in the 

Awareness experiments. Rather we wanted to guide the participants through 

unusual situations of interaction staged in a special environment at the 

Design School, which they had never visited before. Furthermore the inten-

tion was to create experiences that were not part of a commercial context, 

but still drawing on previous experiences with textiles and clothing. This 

element of familiarity was important in order to give the participants a 

framework in which the meaning of the experience could be constructed. 

In our experiments the lack of tactile sensibility is used as a „gate-

way‟ to stage an aesthetic experience. Precisely because many users are not 

conscious of the tactile aspects, it looks like this could enhance the experi-

ence and serve to further the participants‟ reflection and discursive engage-

ment. 

Restating our aim of creating dialogue tools that may be useful in 

discussing consumer habits and creating awareness of quality and the expe-

rience of textiles and clothing, we turn once again to Dewey‟s writings. In 

Experience and Education he discusses the role of habit in forming our 

attitudes both on an emotional and intellectual level. He states that habit: 
 

... covers the formation of attitudes, attitudes that are 

emotional and intellectual; it covers our basic sensitivities 

and ways of meeting and responding to all the conditions 

which we meet in living. From this point of view, the prin-

ciple of continuity of experience means that every experi-

ence both takes up something from those which have gone 

before and modifies in some way the quality of those which 

come after. (Dewey 1938, p. 35) 
 

Attitude and behaviour are also discussed in the article “Design 

Responsibility and Sustainable Design as Reflective Practice: An Educa-

tional Challenge” by Leerberg, Riisberg and Boutrup. The authors refer to 

the writings of the contemporary scholar Andy Dobson, who claims that 

people‟s attitudes to environmental and sustainability issues are important. 

He draws a significant distinction between attitudes and behaviour in terms 

of human ability to make long-lasting change. Whereas attitudes signify 

values, behaviour denotes actions (Dobson 2007; Leerberg et al. 2010). The 
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question of values is important if we are to change fast fashion consumption 

patterns. 

We have here tried to demonstrate that the evaluation of quality is 

personal and dependent on context. At the same time the experience of 

textiles and the evaluation of quality are narrowly linked to the appearance 

of the textile and its tactile quality. We suggest that a reflective awareness 

about the effect of textiles gives the textile designer an opportunity to make 

informed choices and argue in favour of these. To affect transformations of 

the current situation in fast fashion towards more sustainable futures the 

designer needs a high level of intellectual reflection, an awareness of the 

design process and a reflective intuition in order to communicate her work – 

both on a professional interdisciplinary level and to the users. Participants 

taking part in such a dialogue with designers might achieve deeper under-

standing of textiles as a valuable material, their own preferences as well as 

reflective awareness of the combination between tactility and fit as part of 

garment satisfaction in the use phase. 

The studies presented point to methods that offer conscious reflec-

tion and verbalisation of areas in textile design which are often considered 

the “tacit knowledge” of the discipline. Through the described methods both 

textile and fashion designers can acquire more conscious reflection in the 

design process and through user participation gain access to a dialogue in-

volving different user groups, their insights and competencies. This experi-

ence of interaction in a staged situation we suggest could be an alternative 

way to offer user information/education that could support more reflective 

choices in shopping. Furthermore this has the potential to impact sustainable 

behaviour, change young peoples‟ attitudes and ultimately affect their ac-

tions not only when shopping but maybe also support emotional attachment 

in the use phase. 
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Function, Symbolism and Aesthetics 
 

On Jane Forsey‟s ”The Value(s) of Design” 

 

Hans-Christian Jensen 

 

Jane Forsey‟s endeavour to pin down the specificity of the aesthetic 

experience, judgement, and value of design as put forward in the present 

paper and her book The Aesthetics of Design is an important and valuable 

contribution to further analysis and understanding of this subject. Although 

Forsey starts off from art, this serves only as comparison to clarify and 

elaborate the argument. In this way her argument provides a formulation of 

the aesthetic experience of design in its own right, rather than (as tradition 

would have it) a „lesser‟ or „minor‟ field than the genuine and pure aesthet-

ics of art. In doing so she contributes a highly relevant and much needed 

articulation which will surely prove to be important for furthering the under-

standing of design as a field of aesthetic practice and inquiry and its special 

features. 

I especially consider Forsey‟s argument, convincing at that, for the 

necessity of construing the value of design as a heteronomous amalgam of 

several values, to be a welcome insight into the aesthetics of design. In this 

respect Forsey‟s philosophical approach to design aesthetics aligns with 

certain approaches in consumption theory (Holbrook) and design studies 

(Boradkar). In the effort to pin down the particulars of this amalgam of 

values which jointly constitute design value she gives precedence to func-

tion and use. Forsey makes the presumption that these must be central to the 

category of design and are pivotal in the appreciation of designed objects. 

The proposed framework of understanding will surely enable schol-

ars to address the aesthetics of the majority of designs, namely those in 

which focus on use and function are obviously defining properties of the 

designed objects. However, the interesting and critical questions seem to 

arise at the borders of design and its demarcation towards neighbouring 

fields. As it is most often the case the downside to clear cut definitions 

appears when confronted with marginal or borderline cases. This of course 

inheres in the nature of definition and is as such not a problem here, but in 

this case one might question whether the subject is cut a little too narrowly 

and the fields of design which fall on the margins or outside of the definition 
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are too vast if the contribution is to attain relevance and prove useful for the 

entire field of design in the long run. I find that the solution to this problem 

lies partly in a further clarification and questioning of the basic concept 

design itself. The same goes for several of the key concepts in the construc-

tion of such a definition, especially the concepts of meaning, function and 

use the colloquial semantics of which are obvious, but are just as easily 

problematized on closer inspection. Is meaning really less significant or 

more superficial to a motorbike in comparison with an artwork or do we 

need to distinguish different types of meaning for these different categories 

of objects? Is the function of a vase on a sideboard really only being there as 

a container for flowers? What is the use of a wedding ring? Is it simply use-

less? Or is its obvious symbolism useful? Is its function to have matrimonial 

meaning? Or are these three kinds of artifacts simply not design? 

Apart from these basic definitional – and of course rhetorical – 

questions, addressing the following three main issues might also strengthen 

and further the formulation of the aesthetics of design: 

1. It is convincing and appropriate to consider design not to be a 

communicative practice in the same way as art is. But the focus on use and 

function as defining properties of design runs the risk of ending up with too 

narrow an understanding of design. It could confine the category of design 

to objects with a tool-like character. In some cultural studies approaches to 

the study of design and consumption it is widely acknowledged that designs 

knowingly or unknowingly take on symbolism (McCracken 1988), and that 

can be utilized strategically and commercially in an “artificatory” way to 

„add value‟ to designed objects (McCracken 2009). And symbolism is also 

an inherent aspect of ordinary and mundane human relations to artifacts in 

the consumption and use of objects (Julier: 55-73). Moreover we have 

several and vast categories of designed objects which mainly serve symbolic 

functions, for example most kinds of jewelry, many kinds of apparel and 

clothing, decorative items and even such a huge design field as packaging. 

Could it be a viable expansion to broaden or detail the understand-

ing of meaning and interpretation of designed objects or at least specify the 

status of those of them in which the symbolic function is paramount? 

2. Forsey achieves a clear-cut distinction between art and design as 

separate categories which is helpful in understanding their respective aes-

thetic fields. This however has the disadvantage that the explanatory frame-

work collapses when confronted with design fields where the symbolic 

function is primary as with porcelain figurines or the modern day plastic 

figurines labeled „designer toys‟. Likewise regarding conceptually motiva-
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ted designs, such as design/art or critical design, that have a deliberate 

emission of a specific meaning content and are obviously intended for both 

interpretation and contemplation, all of which is putatively a significant part 

of the value of such designs. Do we need a third and fourth category for 

these or should they be understood within the proposed framework as 

hybrid, in-between categories? 

3. Forsey‟s analysis of use and function as defining properties of 

design value and aesthetics comes close to the aesthetics of the modernist 

paradigm of the 20
th

 Century and the international industrial design move-

ment. It is thus also somewhat further away from the later postmodern and 

later again neo-modern design paradigms as expressed, e.g., in the joy of 

surface in Italian Memphis design of the 1980s and the conceptualism and 

irony of Dutch Droog design at the turn of the millennium, respectively. Do 

we need to operate with several types of aesthetics then or are these later 

manifestations of design simply somewhat lacking or even falling complete-

ly short of design aesthetics? 

From the perspective of the cultural studies and historical approach 

to design as a field of inquiry these, I think, would be the main issues to e-

laborate upon for philosophical aesthetics of design. Still, the points made 

by Forsey regarding the aesthetics of design so far are already beneficial to 

this field and a further dialogue will most certainly prove very fruitful. 
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An Aesthetics Beyond Aesthetics? 
 

On Thorsten Botz-Bornstein: ”H-Sang Seung: Design is not Design” 

 

Mads Nygaard Folkmann 

 

Prof. Botz-Bornstein‟s paper is interesting as it, in my opinion, 

points to important questions regarding the foundation and ontology of 

design. This is design broadly seen; on the one hand we can see design and 

architecture as familiar where architecture is „just‟ another form of 

designing and design, but on the other hand, architecture is specific in its 

own right by often being situated in a concrete site. This last point is 

important in the architecture of his main case, the South Korean architect H-

Sang Seung. 

 Through the example of H-Sang Seung Botz-Bornstein poses the 

question whether there can be a “right way of living” that will be imposed 

on us “by architecture itself” (p. 14-15). This way of looking at architecture 

also leads to the question of “to what extent does architecture impose a 

certain way of life on people?” (p. 14). 

 In this question, I see two directions or sub-questions. The first is 

to ask phenomenologically what the effects of the design are on experience 

and the conditions of experiencing. There is a recent trend in the design 

literature of asking how design conditions and frames experience; examples 

are Peter-Paul Verbeek‟s What Things Do (2005), Stéphane Vial‟s Court 

traité du design (2. ed. 2014) and my own The Aesthetics of Imagination in 

Design (2013). The other is to ask ontologically what is the nature of this 

(architectural) design that enables right ways (or new ways) of living? 

 On this point Botz-Bornstein mainly follows the question of the 

ontology of the design itself. As I see it, he poses a thought-provoking 

question of an aesthetics of design that points beyond the prevalent 

dichotomy of aesthetics (as superficial style or form) and function. Going 

beyond the dichotomy of aesthetics and function leads him – with H-Sang 

Seung – in a productive way to rethink the nature and foundation of design 

and architecture. At the ICDHS 2014 conference (International Committee 

for Design History and Design Studies) in July 2014 there is a track on 

aesthetics of design “beyond style”, but whereas the approach of the 

conference organizers is to suggest that this may lead to a consideration of 

emotional aspects of design instead of style, that is, the sensual-cognitive 

impact of concrete design (something which has been a trend in design 
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theory for the last 20 years), Botz-Bornstein takes the discussion of an 

aesthetics of design beyond style in another direction: What is the specific 

capability of design to organize ways of living; how can design, here in the 

form of architecture, “create a new space for living”? (p. 20) This is, further, 

to look for an “own “architectural” logic” in the form in question that may 

“redefine the meaning from scratch” (p. 20). By this, he looks for an onto-

logically redefining aesthetics of design. 

 Botz-Bornstein also points to the conceptual limitations imposed 

by sticking too closely to given notions and qualities of aesthetics and 

function, that is, to stay within a self-imposed ideology of what design is 

about. Here he uses Heidegger‟s concept of “Gestell” designating a closed 

circle of thought within a project:  
 

The problem with design is that it works within the limits 

it has set up through its own designing process: the afore-

mentioned qualities of „beauty‟ (criticized by Seung) or 

„function‟ are typical components of such a Gestell. (p. 

22) 
 

He then proceeds to suggest that what can break this closure is to anchor 

architecture in concrete landscapes, to incorporate the concrete scriptures of 

the concrete sites:  
 

Our ancestors did not understand architecture as deter-

mined by aesthetics and function, but instead they saw it 

as inseparable from the history inscribed onto the land. If 

we take this vision seriously, we will be able to lift design 

out of the Gestell limited by the dichotomy opposing 

aesthetics and functionalism. (p. 23) 
 

To the notion of getting beyond the Gestell and breaking the closure, which 

I think is one of the most pressing questions of contemporary design, I will 

point to three aspects for further discussion: How this conception can be 

brought beyond architecture, what the influence of commercial contexts 

may be for this, and how the possible inspiration of literary sources, that H-

Sang Seung puts forward, can be made further productive. 

 1) In relation to H-Sang Seung, the kind of design discussed is 

architectural design related to specific sites, that is, what among other things 

makes his architecture special and makes him break the Gestell of aesthetics 

and function is its intimate relation to a site. The question, then, is if and 
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how the notion of getting beyond the Gestell can be brought to other media 

than the solid and site-bound medium of architecture: If and how it can be 

made relevant to a non-site-specific medium such as industrial design, 

which is often globally mass-produced and mass-distributed. By which 

means can design objects break the boundaries of their own definition when 

not by the relation to a site? That is, if we would speak of site-bound or site-

specific design, we would not speak of design but of custom-made objects 

which more accurately can be designated as craft. Further, design objects are 

often circulated within the boundaries of a more or less organized global 

economy articulated in a space of things and media. Such a space is what 

Scott Lash and Celia Lury term a “media-environment” (Lash & Lury 

2007), where things turn to media (in their various visual representations) 

and media turn into things (when e.g. films turn into merchandise). 

 Taking this condition of design into account, the question is how 

can we conceive of an aesthetics of design (in the ontological sense) that 

gets beyond the dichotomy and Gestell of aesthetics (in terms of style and 

form) and function (understood as not bound to a specific place). How and 

by which means can design get beyond itself? 

 One direction may be seen in the kind of design that does not just 

abide by a function or an aesthetics, but questions itself as it can be seen in 

experimental design projects, e.g. within the context of the Critical Design 

movement. An example of this kind of design questioning its own Gestell 

can be Thomas Thwaites‟s design school project of attempting to make a 

DIY toaster (fig. 1). Here Thwaites tried to build a toaster from scratch, 

including finding the raw materials for all the different components (cf. 

further Thwaites 2011). Thus, the process of designing the toaster both 

investigated and displayed the complexity of production as it became clear 

during the process that even a seemingly simple product such as a toaster is 

composed of a large number of complex materials. Thwaites‟s project shows 

that a toaster is impossible to design without taking a whole series of 

cultural prerequisites (e.g., the history of refining materials and technology) 

into account. In this way, the DIY toaster makes visible that a toaster is not 

just an object of consumption but also the condensed expression of develop-

ment in culture and civilization. Hereby, the toaster is not just an object 

defined within a Gestell of aesthetics and function but displays and reflects 

its own frame for being a culturally refined object of design meant for 

consumption. 
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Figure 1. DIY Toaster. Design: Thomas Thwaites. Photo: Daniel Alexander 

 

 2) Experimental design questions the ontology of design, and so 

does Botz-Bornstein. At the very end of the paper he pleas for the impor-

tance of rethinking the ontology of design: 

 

Only a clearer and more essentialist definition of design 

can help us to overcome concepts of architecture as mere 

tools of pleasure or of sophistry and help us to use design 

in order to rebuild our lives. (p. 30) 

 

Again, the question can be raised how this thought can be taken beyond 

architecture and made productive for a reflection on design. Further, it can 

be debated how the rethinking of ontology relates to the concrete, commer-

cial aspects and conditions of both architecture and design. Again, there may 

be a difference between architecture and design on this point. Architecture 

and design have different systems of production where architecture may 

have a more closed circuit in its site-specific production, design objects aim 

at a global mass market. But how can we think of this essentialist notion of 

design not in opposition to, but in a dialogue with, the commercial forces of 

design? How can we conceive of e.g. industrial design objects that are not 

http://www.google.dk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=BIDRzaPCx22w4M&tbnid=53E4QJNMtIv59M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/smap/collection_index/thomas_thwaites_the_toaster_project.aspx&ei=gjWGU9qIO6Ta4QSR2YHQDA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bGE&psig=AFQjCNEUGm9TGTyUSpfT4vY4lhdg0qMEsw&ust=1401390848359695
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enclosed within their own system of conceptual reflection (as Thwaites‟ 

toaster is) but part of the commercial circuit of design and still have the 

impact of reframing or even rebuilding our lives? Perhaps designs within the 

field of consumer electronics such as the slim, portable and pervasive 

computing smartphone (fig. 2) have done this – that is, made small revolu-

tions in people‟s interaction with their surroundings – but can we take the 

idea further and make it an asset for developing new design? 

 

 
Figure 2. HTC One smartphone 

 

 Design theory is full of idealistic statements about the capability of 

design to create better conditions for living, and the challenge is, then, to 

combine these with the commercial forces of design which encourage more 

and more products that are more or less superfluous. The German designer 

and co-founder of the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm, Otl Aicher, once 

spoke idealistically about design as a means of projecting the world. In 

addition, his approach also meant to look at the world as something to be 

moved by design, to be projected by design, so the title of one of his books, 

http://www.google.dk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=LUqLbE84XVK1TM&tbnid=rucnhsef-v21AM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://androidcommunity.com/htc-one-m8-now-official-20140325/&ei=wT6GU7bHMczQ4QSamYC4Bg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bGE&psig=AFQjCNFhBSAX9iA-yU6v2fQQ1xT-wSTa8w&ust=1401393195976452
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die welt as entwurf (Aicher 1991a; deliberately written in lower case). In 

this vein, he has written: 
 

The access to reality, to the world, emerges through a 

model, a construction of statements, concepts and con-

ceptual operations. The jump into the future, into a new, 

possible world, also requires speculation, reworkings of 

the model. Cognition is congruence within the model, and 

the future is a development within the model. Projecting 

means constructing models. (p. 195) 
 

Through the model, “new spaces of thinking” are opened, and a hypothesis 

is stated whereby we, according to Aicher, “transgress the limits of the 

given world in order to reach new possibilities” (Aicher 1991b, p. 29). 

Aicher is not the only one to consider the evocation of new possibilities as a 

central asset of design (e.g. Heskett 2002) – but the challenge remains, a-

gain, how to combine the search for the new with the mostly non-idealistic 

commercial forces of design. I believe this is a question open for further 

reflection. 

 3) Finally, Botz-Bornstein points to H-Sang Seung‟s idea that ar-

chitects “need more training in literature than in drawing because their trade 

requires conceptual imagination inspired by the reading of texts, logical 

thinking and knowledge of history” (p. 19). Well, one hopes architects can 

still draw! But besides this, there is a point of letting cultural knowledge 

transmitted by texts be a part of the architectural process. 

 Perhaps we can also look into how conceptions of space can be 

fertilized by the specific spaces found in literature. As someone interested in 

the literary imagination – I have written a thesis on the poetical imagination 

in European romantic literature (Novalis, Keats, Stagnelius) – it could be 

interesting to follow this thought and to ask how different conceptions of 

space in literature would influence physical spaces. For quite some time, 

architects have been interested in and have been reading Gaston Bachelard, 

especially his book La Poétique de l’espace that points to boundaries of and 

the transgression of spaces by imagination, where a fonction du reel op-

erates in combination with a fonction du irréel (1957, p. 16). Thus we can 

enter concrete literary imaginations in their special constitution between the 

real and the non-real, or rather, the un-real, and make them productive as 

inspirations for architecture and design. That is, we can look at the spaces of 
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literature and see if these can make new models – in the sense of Otl Aicher 

– for new ways of perceiving and creating the architectural space. 

 In a Western context, examples could be the non-ending but col-

lapsible space of Kafka‟s fictions such as Das Schloβ (1922-?) or the van-

ishing points in Der Verschollene (1911-14); Musil‟s space of the possible 

in Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften (1930/33), or Rilke‟s space of the poem as 

evocation of an all-temporality. Just to take some German examples. How 

can we (if we can) take this further? 
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Folkmann & Jensen “How is Design „Aesthetic‟?” 
 

Thorsten Botz-Bornstein 
 

I must say that I was first surprised at the title because for me, de-

sign is intrinsically aesthetic. Aesthetic (since Baumgarten) is anything that 

has an outer appearance that we would like to discuss because we suspect 

that it contains “beauty”. In this sense – at least in my understanding – 

design is the successor of craft, which is also aesthetic. Riegl‟s works on 

craft, for example, are attributed to the aesthetics as a philosophical disci-

pline. I was also puzzled by Sabine Döring‟s assumption, quoted in the pa-

per, that “aesthetics should be located in a specific perception or apprehen-

sion in the subject, who then attributes aesthetic value to the design object.” 

Is aesthetics objective or subjective? Of course, it is both and this goes also 
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for design: the design object is objectively present but it is also reconstruct-

ed by the subject. 

In that sense, we did not really have to wait for the aestheticization 

that “can be seen as an ubiquitous process of distributing sensual meaning” 

(cf., e.g., Oldemeyer 2008). Aesthetics has always had a place in both 

everyday life and in philosophy. Sometimes aesthetization is desired, some-

times it is not. Benjamin wrote about the “aesthetization of the political”. 

Here the aesthetic appears as a bad way of using rhetoric, as the manipula-

tion of the mind and even as unethical. The false conclusion would be that 

the best that can happen is when things are aesthetically neutral, that is, 

when they are just what they are. But this is not possible because we need 

aesthetics to effectively communicate meaning. Of course, Welsch and oth-

ers are also right when saying that there is “too much of the aesthetic” today 

describing an-aesthetics, where all surfaces are so calculated that the “ele-

mentary condition of the aesthetic, the ability to feel, has been negated” 

(Welsch). Welsch‟s observation, quoted by Folkman & Jensen, reminds me 

of Roland Barthes coming to Japan concluding that Japanese are so much 

“aestheticized” that they are unable to experience genuine emotions. The 

problem is that both Barthes and Welsch seem to think that aesthetics is only 

beauty and does not address the problem of content. If aesthetics provides 

the surface, the content is provided by what? By ethics, by science, by any-

thing that is not aesthetic? I think that all aesthetics is hermeneutically 

determined and thrives through general features (stylization, abstraction) 

but it also conveys individual emotions. It would be wrong to say that gener-

alizing procedure such as stylization or abstraction, provide no meaning. On 

the contrary, the meaning is here broad, extensional and generalized. 

The presenters‟ idea to present Danish design as something that 

gets “doubly aestheticized” is therefore interesting. For historical reasons, a 

self-reflective moment leads any discussion of Danish design towards a 

reflection of “design” as such. What is design? Well, it is aesthetic in the 

sense described above. 
 

 

Fit, Fast, and Futura 
 

Lars Aagaard-Mogensen 
 

Is there any sadder sight than an old man in cowboy pants? If it 

weren‟t so sad, it‟d be laughable. One is hard put to conceive that he consid-

ers himself à la mode, let alone elegant. By their ubiquity these rural work-
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ers‟ pants would perhaps falsify the, mainly psychological, theory that „at-

tention attraction‟ is the driving force in fashion as such
1
, and simultane-

ously overturn any ideas of fast fashion, – though I have no clue as to when, 

why, or how this craze started, no one probably remembers, nor is there 

reason for precision in such matters, all I can testify is that it was before my 

time. By the same token this craze
2
 puts an enormous question mark on all 

claims to „creativity‟, „innovation‟, and „new ideas‟ by makers and commen-

tators in the trade. No matter which cut, material, (dis)colouration or size, 

it‟s the same sorrowful sight. Not even obesity gains by them. All it comes 

to is dreadfully unimaginative imitation, versions upon versions – like the 

deluge of crucifixes. 

 
 Education, life long at that, being the fourth dominant global con-

cern that it is (tailing administration, war, and health), very very few will 

therefore disagree that improvement of pedagogy is a noble undertaking. 

That however won‟t prevent a couple of hesitations about or my adding 

footnotes to the project Vibeke Riisberg and Anne Louise Bang “Design 

Practice and Aesthetics” have under way („R&B‟, no blues beat intended). 

It‟s one of the, if not the commonest bent around, whatever they do them-

selves (“That‟s none of your business!”), people constantly tell and demand 

others to do what they say they should do (hence law, police, rules, ...). The 

prime cursed share. Platitudinuosly, education is a generation‟s effort, at 

times called „soft power‟, to fashion the future lives of the next generation(s) 

– an ambition making one pause considering the mess past generations have 

left us. Pedagogy being the workshop for means to that end and their im-

proved efficacy, nuts and bolts before eliciting my footing some notes
3
, does 

give me pause, because it hence carries that heavy, can it cautiously be call-

ed, responsibility. 

R&B target „fast fashion‟, like Italians target „fast food‟, I think 

however on trendy grounds that definitely could use, if possible, some im-

                                                 
1 E.H. Gombrich ”The Logic of Vanity Fair”, The Philosophy of Karl Popper, ed. P.A. Schilpp, 

La Salle IL 1975, pp. 925-57. Cf. Works II, pp. 30ff. 
2 Advice for parents sending their offspring to Italian schools: “Students in secondary school 

can wear whatever they want, even though it always turns into a non compulsory 'jeans and a 

T-shirt' voluntary uniform.” One wonders about this voluntarism. 
3 Works V, pp. 35ff. 
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provement. The premises, such as „resources are getting scarcer‟, and buzz 

words like „healthy sustainable‟, „consequences for the environment‟, „atti-

tude to environmental and sustainability issues‟ may invite some modera-

tion. Why, is the sheep birth-rate declining, haven‟t heard of it, and my 

socks are worn out. Wham, we run out of plastic? Scarcity of resources, 

posing an exhaustible world, seems in conflict with conservation laws; 

although part of that encyclopaedia of ignorance known as scientific theory, 

if E = mc
2
 is anywhere near the ballpark, then 1 kg mass equals 90,000, 

000,000,000,000 joules, (said to suffice for c. 75 million+ laptops going a 

solid year), so pick a modest hill standing in the way somewhere, get 

conversion going, just because we yet can‟t convert to all sorts we want, 

such conversion and conservation overturns all notions of scarcity and 

unsustainability.
1
 Environmentalism, so broadly cast, attracts two com-

ments. One is the megalomaniacal, hence immensely irreal, ambition that 

humankind is doomed to and solely capable of determining the „fate‟ of the 

universe. If something like that is at all decidable, one would want to hear 

how. The other is, ups, an assertion of conservation law: “All progress ... is 

coupled to regression elsewhere”; this other, a contributing factor to the cur-

rent “scarcy” situation, is the loss, in casu, of tactile sensitivity, one impli-

cation being that „before‟ things were good, but „after‟, now that is, less so, 

so we must redress the precious „balance‟, revive this presumed better sense 

of quality and harmony with the environ. None of these, even if I wasn‟t 

outright asked, I‟d say, carry beyond fantasy, slogan, motto, and allegiance 

flags. Whose environ is it anyway? 

So, then, there‟s fashion in fashion and fashion in fantasies, visions, 

fictions, and theories. Nonsense fashions and fashionable nonsense. Fast or 

slow fashions, all a matter of passing, in saintly translation, they “tend not to 

be”. At first it seems far-fetched to connect cosmology and fashion; it is as 

olde as they come, of course, fate is in the stars (sites in geomancy), every-

one her zodiac dispositions – and, incidentally, so is the (Pythagorean) num-

ber solution (though calculations always turn out just two opposites, one that 

doomsday, the other that new eden is straight ahead). False prophets are 

legion, true ones very rare, in fact I can‟t think of a single one. One mode, 

two modes, many modes, still all must be modernized. 

                                                 
1 Since posed as an empirical claim, it might gain precision and some credence by a hard-nosed 
cost-benefit account of slow vs. fast fashion, respectively, the production, keep, storage, main-

tenance, disposal, etc., of quality goods versus the fast fashion cartel‟s ditto? Let alone same for 

so-called “environmental impact” of each? And if a few Danes are slowed, how, how fast, how 
long, that would mitigate those numbers? 
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 Now, after these lofty ruminations, some details, the first of which 

is to prod misdescription, tone down misleading hyperbole. It doesn‟t escape 

anyone that the R&B text is replete with „creativity‟: create tests, tools, ex-

periences, awareness, garments, individual styles. It being a well-canvased 

impossibility to teach creativity and practice to become creative, though I 

might presently re-cast some of the argument,
1
 the analysis is correct: it‟s a 

category mistake to use „create‟ as a performance rather than, as it is, an 

achievement verb, that is, one without a continuous present active tense. To 

put it shortly and bluntly, one may design, and design, and design till one 

falls over grey and expended, yet 

whether one has created anything 

depends entirely on the result. 

That has to be a new, original, 

unique and valuable thing, which 

is neither a process, a doing, a 

skill, nor a particular way of per-

forming those, but features of the 

result, the achievement, publicly 

ascertainable and objectively de-

terminable. Similarly „to win‟, a 

game of chess, say, is not a parti-

cular way of playing a game, 

indeed not part of the game, the 

playing is over and done with 

once the result, the win, is a fact. 

Trying to win a race, all partici-

pants supposedly do and intend to 

do, yet only when the race is o-

ver, the result, the win is fact, not 

to be determined by the winner, 

but by objective criteria. I as well as the Sun know newness is rather a rarity. 

True enough, one may suppose, that dress makers are „createurs‟ in 

one dialect, and terms migrate, are easily usurped, – fx. there are no more 

„people‟, they‟re all „human beings‟, like exchanging „clouds‟ for „misty 

beings‟, there are no more schools and shops, all are centers – since human 

beings promoted themselves to adequate replacements of the gods, declared 

dead, they‟re all busy more than seven days creating, even my comp creates 

                                                 
1 Works VIII, pp. 5ff. 
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new files, empty ones that is. And updates, in all varieties, roam like prairie 

tumblers – so frequent actually, that one is tempted to think it all must have 

been junk, low low quality, when it requires constant updating. New and 

improved x – why would anyone make something that needs improvement 

in the first place? or something that needs replacement? or something to 

discard? If one were to believe all this genial creativity keeps fast pace, 

they‟d have to do a weekly, daily, or most probably an hourly Nobel prize 

distribution. R&B, too, aim to create, that is make, or rather cut a bolt that‟ll 

teach them nuts, i.e. those teenage slaves to the fast fashion.
1
 There are fads 

and fashions, trends and tendencies, movements and followers, makers and 

copyists. What‟s the fastest? 

Fast and slow, is this tug more than the low or high heels dispute 

Jonas swiftly detailed? more than a cross country spitting contest between 

Thélème and Tryphème? There is no slow or fast wait, such that if one waits 

faster, the train arrives sooner. People say “Give it, take a quick look”, – a 

slow look? A quick, a slow touch? Fast colours. Fast teachers and slow 

learners, the former, Zeno would say, never catch up with the latter. Lost 

time is slowly made up, and slow poems are fast reads. Tom spent the week-

end growing potatoes, Dick growing a beard, Harry pondering how slow one 

can grow old – how fast can they do that? Haste makes waste. Less haste, 

the right speed. No haste, (s)low speed. How slow to eliminate waste? Since 

all fashion designators are thoroughly vague concepts,
2
 can one even sensi-

bly say they change, rapid, fast or slow? And R&B don‟t post a speed limit, 

let alone say what‟s regular speed, reasonable speed – they merely want to 

slow down something they fastidiously say is “fast”. 

Naturalists might throw their trump (joker?) on the table that every-

thing else is seasonal, even x-mas, so why shouldn‟t fashion be so? Auto-

makers, not yet promoted to creators, are green with envy, new models once 

a year only. Educational reforms, on the other hand, can be done any time 

votes can be porked. Whoever speaks of fast flowers, fast strawberries, or 

fast pelts just because they change by the season. Four seasons too have 

cosmic warrant (in some parts of the globe), what specialists in superstitions 

used to call „by design‟. And progressives can‟t wait, certainly not an entire 

season, for any- and everything to change (for “the better”), they invent mir-

acle growth, promotion, marketing, sales, discounts, etc., nothing is fast e-

                                                 
1 One might suggest that R&B target the wrong crowd, out too late, every priest knows it, you 

have to get them while they‟re young, easily taught, easily impressed. Perhaps R&B should 

start revising „design‟ of paperdolls. 
2 Works III, pp. 179ff. 
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nough, no fuel explosive enough. So is aim to slowing progress&regress 

down unseasonal restraint? Now, was wasteful over-consumption the tar-

get, it‟d seem to the point first to go after single use items, say wedding 

gear, carnival getups, useless stuff like labels, prints, and silly bells and 

whistles like pump soles, bra and shoulder pads, etc., etc. 

Why do people change clothes at all? Because they wear out one 

supposes. But that‟s not all, nor what concerns R&B at all. What, that is, is 

all this compulsive garb change, this clamour for occasional outfits? the lure 

of uniforms? one for morning, mourning, evening, one for easter, christmas, 

sundays, ones for vacation, one for bicycling, one for fall, one for prison, 

one for swimming, one for battle, one for running, one for bed, one for golf, 

one for parade, one for fox hunt, one for office, one for ...... of each, 

abundant versions to “suit all tastes”. Where do clothes and costume divide, 

Harlequin? To an extent one can agree, surely R&B are on to something, but 

why only go after fast fashion, not the constant uniform change? One reason 

may of course be their close tie to so-called designers, but isn‟t that really 

grossly discriminatory and leave a lot plugging on as ever before? Admit-

tedly, neat stainless armors are virtually impossible to come by these days, 

and none of these design geniuses, fashion kings, princes, and knaves, have 

yet come up with (quality) 24 hour-pajamas, unless, that is, you sleep fast in 

your cowboy pants. We have all-season tires, no all-season attires. 

(B&G‟s is indeed a peculiarly implosional proposal – because who 

are the most involved in the fast fashion cartel but the designers? Were 

fashion really slowed down, it would dump a lot of designers (plus large 

numbers of suppliers and sweat-shoppers and transporters and floor runners 

... and ...) onto the unemployment roll. So are R&B willing to trade off all 

these people‟s misery for presumed environmental benefit?). 

The second of which: A no less relevant note as long as my foot is 

in the hollow tooth, R&B want to bolt down conversation, make a tool of it, 

in the sleek technocratic manner, a scripted dialogue, a staged one no less; 

nowatimes everything is performance, a three track streamlined monorail to 

riches, fame, and immortality. Rolling in roles. „I did it my way‟ the dirt 

road to obscurity, never sufficient, not good enough for anyone, only the 

audienced spectacle, preferably media coveraged, is something, is doing, is 

action, as far as present human beings are concerned. All‟s a show as Billy 

Boy mentioned. So it is. 

It is also obvious, that anything can be compared to anything else, 

and so does the repertory grid trinity too. Yet, a reminder, the old splitter: 

What do you want: Apple or orange? Plum, you answer, and on the side-
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line, or even to the penalty box, you go. When separating the goats from the 

(black) sheep, supe- & inferior squad elections. And who wants to become 

exiled into invisibility beyond the clothesline? So, the subjects play along. 

As always, getting the question right, you get the right answers. In 

straightjacket language claws to get the answers you want. Received with 

the bland egalitarian comment “all comments are valid”, if so, you don‟t 

need to ask anybody. If so, so are mine. The reason why I consider that off 

track is that this talk lacks traction, people talk to reach agreement or, I also 

put it, make minds meet, not to elicit and exploit the answers to, however 

well-intentioned, manipulate the listener(s) to defer to certain predetermined 

behaviours deemed desirable by the speaker.
1
 The gallup‟ing leveler syn-

drome, statistics, averages, norms, and customs. 

On the other hand, again, one can agree – with modifications – you 

don‟t know unless you can say it. Because you don‟t know whether you can 

say unless you say it. It makes no sense to claim to know „it‟ but can‟t say 

„it‟. Fantasies about the ineffable are just fantasies. So R&B are on track 

“forcing” the subjects to “articulate” their experiences. However, „articula-

tion‟ cannot be satisfied by „anything goes‟. And here‟s a rub: R&B have 

decided the subject comments are expressions of „æsthetic experience‟. 

Somewhat along the lines, if you like it, of the Folkmann-Jensen contention 

that something becomes aesthetic by ‟say so‟.
2
 

The issue whether design educators‟ motivations should steer their 

apprentices toward their prospective clients‟ consumer oriented wants or 

align them to trends in their own opinions echoes long-standing quarrels 

such as the “graphic authorship” one over whether “the ultimate test is 

engaging ordinary viewers and readers” for designers or self-motivated 

work is what they should do
3
 – echo echo the architect vs. client command 

of their design work.
4
 All unsettled issues, of course, nor dissipated. A knot 

that also can be tightened this way: “If the great public ever had been con-

sulted in earnest on their taste in cars, it is quite conceivable that, acting as 

the world‟s lousiest styling committee, they would have produced the 

world‟s lousiest composite car design, representing the world‟s lowest com-

mon denominator in taste. In fact, however, they never have been so con-

sulted. Styling, the auto executives would have said, is too important to be 

                                                 
1 Works III, pp. 7ff. 
2 The way Timothy Binkley held art make, “Piece: Contra Aesthetics”, Journal of Aesthetics 

and Art Criticism XXXV (1977), pp. 266-77, the way constructionists (say) make everything. 
3 Rick Poynor ”Optic Nerve”, Print LV:1 (2001), p. 38f. 
4 Editorial ”Introduction: Taste in America” Progressive Architecture LIX:6 (1978), p. 49f. 
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left to amateurs like car-owners; the unfortunate alternative was that it was 

left to another group of amateurs – themselves.”
1
 Hence the indefinite series 

of chrome&rust floats, prefab houses, cartoons, sequels, etc., all fitted with 

the jeansy owners. Probably „engaging users‟ in garment design may simi-

larly converge on some common low denominator (what, incidentally, make 

designers, being of the same stock, more qualified in the first place?), that is, 

exactly what we‟ve got. 

Some of these may be empirical transients mist-like covering up 

recalcitrant loose ends also surfacing in the R&B project, such as that of 

æsthetic experience, often supposedly a subclass or an “aspect” of experi-

ences. While I, knowing how well new clothes fit emperors, shall not pres-

ently contend with our fellow symposiasts on it, I can‟t help asking whether 

touching some material is an æsthetic experience, as well as whether mere 

liking (tolerating, standing, loving, etc.) or disliking touching something is 

that sort of answer. R&B did not ask their subjects, I gather, to have æsthetic 

experiences, to tell about their æsthetic experiences, did they? In fact, it‟s 

remarkable how few æsthetic terms the subjects used (unless „it‟s like ...‟ 

counts as such). 

Knocking the regression, R&B equivocate explicitly on „tactile sen-

sation‟, „tactile experience‟ and „aesthetic experience‟ – besides the oddity 

of separating „awareness‟ from these
2
 – should the former really be „una-

wares‟? is touching, are touches really numb, now? As long as it is indeed 

knowledge, being tacit is fine, while if mere habit, custom, gas of conform-

ity, fixed ideas, then it can no doubt be misleading because there are both 

good and bad habits, reasoned and senseless customs, sane and frivolous 

ideas, etc. 

Sensational. Many senses, many sensations. There are, to be sure, 

views of thinking and touching, e.g. via common sense, that is, what is com-

mon to the senses, stretching back to Aristotle; they all to my knowledge en-

mesh themselves in the conflation alluded to above of pleasure (and pain) 

and æsthetic experiences are pretty much said to be that sort of thing (pleas-

ing to the senses).
3
 What exactly is the point of pitching the senses one a-

                                                 
1 L.E. Sissman ”Autoerotics: The Pleasure Principle in Car Design”, Audience I:3 (1971), p.16. 
2 Mirrored way back in the 4th Analysis problem in 1954: “If a distraction makes me forget my 

headache, does it make my head stop aching, or does it only stop me feeling it aching?”, 
answers by Justus Hartnack, Mary McClosky, and John Wheeldon, vol.14, pp. 51-6. 
3 E.g. Pascal Massie ”Touching, Thinking, Being: The Sense of Touch in Aristotle‟s De Anima 

and Its Implications”, Minerva – An Internet Journal of Philosophy 17 (2013), pp. 74-101, and 
refs. therein. Also Matthew Fulkerson, The First Sense, MIT Press, 2014. 
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gainst another? A play on the venerable Molyneux question perhaps, can 

you “correlate” „like the look‟ with „like the touch‟, please. Look at that, I 

wouldn‟t want to touch it. I touched it, now I want to see it (now I don‟t). I 

don‟t want to touch that, it smells awful. Shoes pinch, belts graw, shirts 

scrunch, etc., can‟t you see that? Let‟s go try the dish the blindfolded cook 

prepares on Wednesdays. 

More like mere reactions to touch. Auch! That‟s hot, it didn‟t look 

it. If liking is indeed parcel of pleasure, pleasure I think is not a sensation, 

then nor are all pleasures æsthetic, are comforts? I‟m rather at sea as to 

whether and how that‟s going to teach anything about quality. Is it implicit 

that the fabrics deliberately selected were quality? (Red plush (how gor-

geous it once seemed!)). Nor would I be able to tell whether „emotional 

attachment‟ classifies for anything like that or sheer excess.
1
 Is it that emo-

tions attach easily to the things you haven‟t got, things that are wanted? 

Should touch “testing”, touching fabrics, be supplemented with touching 

(rather than kissing) a frog, dipping a finger in the soup, and lying on beds 

of nails and broken glass? With touching you or touching your dress? Why 

would touching garment materials automatically, asks Godiva, be an „ex-

perience‟ and æsthetic at that? (Prof. Forsey, for example, might think it‟s 

too slight a „function‟ to matter, – and manufacturers might think it too 

slight a „use‟ to matter to them). And if it‟s to count as „raw data‟ for fash-

ioning improvement of education of designers in design, is that a task æs-

thetics must assume? 

Now, I touched x no. of materials in 15 minutes, did I have x no. of 

(æsthetic) experiences? I lived in the house for 30 years, how many æsthetic 

experiences did I have? Oh, I like the old shed. (Quite comfortable actually). 

But then I read about „design is not design‟ and I realize I can‟t like it at all. 

I‟ve got to rebuild my life. I‟ve changed clothes many times over the years, 

did I have c. that many æsthetic experiences? I mostly picked the stuff I 

liked. (Were quite comfortable in fact). But then I read about „design prac-

tice and æsthetics‟ and realize I liked the wrong things too soon. I‟ve got to 

correct my pace and taste. Are these comments about (the pleasures in) 

„like‟? Do we have agreement here, how do æsthetic experiences agree? So 

a fabric tickles, itches, clings, pinches, hurts, .... – in absence of all of which 

it‟s comfortable, fits snugly, and is quality? Suppose for a minute, that there 

is quality in comfort, then this question “Is quality textile necessarily com-

                                                 
1 Angela Carter ”The naked Lawrence”, Arts in Society, ed. P. Barker, Fontana/Collins, 1977, 
pp. 263-8. Travesty of Molinier surrealism. 
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fortable?” is merely rhetorical. The infamous stuffy shirts, starched collars – 

gave me the creeps, yet they‟re still in my wardrobe (way in the far back). 

Now, without thinking about it – (knowing so) what‟s æsthetic about it? 

Surely not any and all (nor all tactile) sensations are æsthetic (stomach 

aches, burns, scratches, cuts, and many more), nor are all likes and dislikes. 

I‟m sure you are naked under the inside of your clothes, are you 

sure? under your underwear? Is that, does that feel, like naked inside the 

dress? When you touch the inside of the dress, and when you touch it 

outside, with your hands, which is it? even lips allowed, how is that rele-

vant? (for muzzles?). Which other kinds of “handling” count? cutting, tear-

ing, washing, wetting (& sweating), ironing, one might additionally ask 

when? morning, evening, winter, spring, when? and how long? four min-

utes, two days, two years hence? after the first wash? the nth? Like well-

worn shoes are nicest when they‟re about wore out. 

In the next place, then, is quality likeable? is quality (the “lasting” 

kind R&B suggest) surface properties, to be felt, seen? is it feelable (front or 

back)? seeable? are curves graceful to touch and equally so when you see 

them? (better acquaintance with sculptures, as also Herder emphasized, may 

help). Where, to what, do emotions attach? to feel on the skin? 

But questionable, so is the experience of experience. Even experi-

mentally, experience with experience is a touchy subject. Experiments are 

preparations for expected experience, how else would one know how to set 

them up?, and so are experiments with people (and their experiences). So 

whose experiences are they? Experiments are goal oriented, and often the 

experimenter is in for disappointment. But do you experiment to get conclu-

sions you already made? Let‟s say one can experimentally find out how 

many colours a human can distinguish (would that teach the qualities of 

colours?). And it may be, for all I know, that touch hasn‟t received enough 

experimentation, but what sense does it make to canvas and report reactions 

to the number of touches people can distinguish? can like? Where would 

one begin? Is it a bit more like experimentally finding out how far one can 

see? The horizon, the North Star, or the neighbour‟s hedge. Am I touching 

the clothes I wear? (Are they touching me? or merely „close to‟ me?). 

Should it be more like touching my sweetheart or like touching myself? (Cf. 

how does my saliva taste? how hers?). Had the protagonist been an Em-

press, it has been suggested, the tale would run a totally different course, but 

is “It also feels very naked, as if I‟m not wearing any clothes” an experi-

ence? of touch? judgement, or ascertainment of quality? It does not seem 

that the experiments yielded evidence of subjects picking quality. 
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Moreover, having a dogma such as “... no two individuals will have 

identical experiences” in the closet, what is there to experiment about? And 

if all responses are “valid” (in whatever sense), what is there to conclude? 

R&B are not out to falsify a conjecture. They‟re out to implement a conclu-

sion and look for means to that end. Does that go beyond exchanging „give 

them what they like‟ with „give them what we like‟? 

Tailor and tinker. One size fits nobodies. It maybe „Made in China‟, 

but it wasn‟t made for you, indeed for no one in particular. We can certainly 

agree that garment manufacturers are unfit. Surely there were good tailors 

and bad tailors, why all the descendents of the latter have congregated in the 

garment industy, like phonies in politics, is most unfortunate. Because I hap-

pen to think that fair tailors, if nothing more, would at the very least make 

garments fit. Now by fit I mean fit the wearer, fit the wearer‟s figure, not the 

wearer‟s figuring
1
 possessed as that is with idle, indifferent, and tasteless fad 

following. Yet there is fit in more senses, such as fit for what? in which 

way? fit for keeps? – and, now, for sustainable futures? Should we say, echo 

Santayana, “fit is comfort regarded as the quality of a garment”? 

Re new again: The half-life of old rags is null, the splendidness of 

new glitter the sure thing. Looking into the wardrobe, it‟s a museum, the 

fashion doll doesn‟t determine what‟s nice or fit, but what‟s old. She wants 

to see some brand new, preferably spectacular. And you look at the design-

er‟s storeroom, a museum as well, he‟s already on to the next season(s). And 

what do you see? old and new, known and unknown – she touches the con-

tents and chooses the quality outfit? The smart choice. What exactly makes 

anyone think “it makes me look good”? and which „good‟ is she looking? 

From where? when? to whom? „Before‟, grey mouse, „after‟, good looks. 

There are no fitting rooms in window shopping, magazines, catalogs and net 

outlets.
2
 In the wake of the vogue. Mostly fitted out. Fans‟ fancy. A super-

ficial, you may even say hollow, likeness to an imaginary picture. To make 

it even easier than palpitate her way thru holdings, shop stocks, offerings, 

etc., perhaps “they” should start marking garments with expiration dates, 

best before season‟s end, before the next hits the nudes, pardon, the news. 

R&B fall back on the looks of things too, rebutting that someone “looks like 

                                                 
1
 “Beauty and Enjoyment”, Works III, pp. 42ff. 

2 Anon. ad: “Are you shopping for a new pair of jean shorts (aka "jorts") to wear this summer? 
We help you find the most wearable shorts to keep you looking fashionable while you stay cool 

this summer. You'll find picks to suit a variety of fashion styles, from trendy new looks to 

casual, comfortable picks. Here's our guide to the best jean shorts for women this summer and 
how to wear them fashionably.” 
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old hippies” simply asserting “in our opinion this is not the case” – seeming-

ly neither touch nor experimentation required. On the contrary, that „look‟ 

wins the praise of exemplifying “personal style”. 

To each his poison. Style is the man. One man‟s trash is another 

man‟s treasure.
1
 Some people‟s kitsch is another woman‟s ornament.

2
 Junk-

yards are stacked with everyman‟s has-been comforts. It seems that poor 

taste, rather than good taste, is habit forming most sailingly. Or rather that 

tastelessness rather than taste is the default setting of the majority of minds. 

Taste implies quality? Quality implies taste? I suppose you can sway some-

one without taste more easily to adopt the all new “collection”. Style infla-

tion cum demolition. A person does whatever a person does. But that‟s 

where the concept of style works, does that person have style? if the answer 

is always yes, personal style, then “She has style” becomes a truism, every-

one does. “This person has impersonal style” becomes self-contradictory, 

meaningless, as does “change of style”, and “that person has no style” 

patently false, and alas “improved style” absurd. 

So fashion strives to be – and you might say that the cowboy pant 

rage, by sheer otiosity, is supremely successful, its problems remain though: 

were they (voluntarily) chosen by taste for quality? by lots of touches? by 

their superficial and hollow looks? by slow drive of market mechanics? de-

signers‟ and manufacturers‟ uninventiveness, their economic monotonous 

attitudes? laziness: let‟s do jeans and push them. I‟m not sure whether R&B 

consider them lasting enough, quality enough, wasteless enough. If they 

don‟t really like touching them, let them just wear them fashionably. 

Think my thread becomes too woolly for stitches, perhaps nine un-

timely out of project‟s top ten, thru the seams in the R&B weave. 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
1 Norman Hasselriis Objects of Affection (assemblages), Catskill, NY 1985. 
2 The era of hand-me-downs abandoned, exception being star-me-downs, Else Mogensen 
“Klædt på som en stjerne” Skrifter II, Ascea 2013, p. 349. 
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Variations on a Theme by Mr. Costello 
 

O.K. Bouwsma 

 

 

“The old lady who saw the little kangaroo look out of the big 

kangaroo's pocket said quite naturally, 'Good heavens, what will they 

think of next.'”
1
 

I said: "Lady, did you think 'they' thought up that pocket?" 

She said: "I guess that's what I thought". 

I said: "Lady, you're wrong". 

She said: "But look at the fit of it, the snug of it". 

I said: " Oh, yes. It's the means, all right". 

At this point we examined the pocket, fur-lined, seamless, deep and 

roomy. I sank my right hand into it. It was marvelous, a little gay home in the 

vest, I even felt of the little pocket of the little kangaroo, a pocket edition of 

the original. 

The old lady was shaking her head with admiration. She said: "But 

you said it was means?" 

"Oh, yes," I said. "It's like the branches of trees that make lovely 

perches for birds to rest on, and like soft earth that moles hump up with 

tunnels. The branches are obviously means and so is the soft earth. So are 

sunshine and rain and seasons and moonshine." 

"And are there ends too?" 

"Of course. The birds want to rest, and the moles want to worm 

their way along". 

"You say that they want to? I suppose their wanting to rest and their 

wanting to tunnel, is what makes these ends? Ends are what X's have in mind 

to do before they do what they do, and then look around for means, means 

such as branches and soft fields of earth? Curious. You know, I never thought 

of birds and moles as ever thinking at all of what they were to do. I can see in 

that case too how it is that the branches and the soft earth are convenient 

and adaptable to these ends; it is not all clear that „they' thought up branch-

                                                 
1 H.T. Costello "The Naturalism of Woodbridge", Naturalism and the Human Spirit, ed., Y. 

H. Krikorian, Columbia University Press, New York 1944. 
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es of trees for the birds and soft earth for the moles. It rather appears that the 

branches and the soft earth just happen to be there". 

"Well, lady, I am glad you understand this. After this you won't be 

admiring the kangaroo's pocket and exclaiming about the ingenuity of the 

Great Tailor. The pocket of the kangaroo is as accidental to the kangaroo as the 

branches of the tree to the bird and as the soft earth to the mole". 

She was a bit puzzled at this, and was silent. I could see that she 

was not convinced, and she was knitting her brows as though she might 

be trying her ingenuity to catch me up in some pocket of hers. Finally she 

said: "So you think that the pocket is to the kangaroo as the branch of the tree 

is to the bird? Strange! When I see birds carrying about with them collapsible 

trees to plant for perching at the end of their flights, then I will see how that is 

something like the case of the pocket, not draping the world at chance hopping 

intervals, to the kangaroo. As it is, I am a little bit puzzled. I had, of course, 

heard of people who say that kangaroos, birds, and moles, and people 

themselves too, are nicely adapted, but again without anyone's having 

'thought' up the arrangement, to scientific method. They call this the brute 

fact, and brute it is. But once you admit ends, and then find a kangaroo with 

a pocket, that's very much like finding a can of sardines with a key attached 

for winding off the seal. 'Good heavens, what will they think of next.'" 

At this point I was a bit upset by her being so natural. I was about 

to quote Dewey, and then I thought of Sidney Hook, but she kept looking at 

the kangaroo, and I made up my mind that as long as she did that there was 

no use. She would, I felt sure, keep harping on this built-in feature so easily 

suggesting pockets in dashboards of automobiles and cubbies in kitchens, etc. 

And I was fearing all the time now that she would discover that the striking 

aspect of the kangaroo's pocket arises simply from its unusual character, 

and not at all from its admitted means service to some end. She might 

begin to think about hands and feet and ears and eyes and teeth. Would I then 

have to maintain that, though there are ends (of course, there are!), there are 

no means at all especially adapted to those ends? I felt sure all the time about 

the branches and about the soft earth, but I could not make my point clear 

about that pocket. It was a cul de sac. 

"Lady," I said, "I think we have made a mistake. I will ask my 

brothers about this". 

"Oh, don't go," she begged. "I seem to be taken in by this pocket. 

You know since you admitted ends, I can't understand your denying 

specially-prepared means. Now this arrangement here, closely woven into the 

slip-cover of this kangaroo, certainly suggests des-----" 
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At this I could scarcely restrain myself and I came near shouting: 

"Lady, hush! The horrid word!" 

She smiled. My taboo amused her. 

Then she went on, "Design. Notice that it's precisely in the right 

place. The little kangaroo can not fall out, and it's just about properly 

centered to balance the weight of the kangaroo between the muscles on this 

side and on that", pointing to the left and right as the beast with rooful eyes 

wondered at all the fuss. 

I was alternately incredulous (I could scarcely imagine that a 

woman who could observe, save data, and hypothesize, would say such things) 

and disgusted. But I did not leave. She continued: "Now if a kangaroo were 

covered with lappets and shreds and loops and furbelows, entangling the 

poor thing in trappings, then no doubt I should exclaim at the mess. Or if  

there were pockets of many sizes and in many positions, or if pockets were 

full of holes, and dropped little kangaroos and cocoanuts and cantaloupes like 

a colander, then again I should shake my head. I'd say: 'No means; no ends 

either‟. Or if the kangaroo had a pocket on its head, and the little kangaroo 

climbed into it and tried to balance itself in the pocket on the kangaroo's head, 

and as soon as the mother kangaroo took even a tiny hop, the little kangaroo 

went spilling out, and lay there bruised on a stone, I'd once more remark upon 

the inconvenience, and the lack of economic planning. But it really isn't like 

that". 

I said: "No, it isn't". Her use of that last phrase, economic planning, 

pleased me. I felt as though I was in the right company. 

Nevertheless I was not exactly comfortable. I felt, indeed, rather 

helpless, reflecting upon her lack of scientific outlook. I was like a wanderer in 

time come suddenly upon a middle-ages mind in an old lady, more naïve than 

Aristotle. A kangaroo's pocket a design! Some things, I realized, which 

people say "quite naturally" are not and ought never to be allowed ever to be 

said. It was not encouraging. I was glad that neither Mr. Dewey nor Mr. 

Hook was with me. It would have upset them terribly. 

She continued. "Now you say that there are ends ‒ is it kangaroo 

ends? ‒ and means. But, of course, no designed (ugh!) means. The pocket, for 

instance, is a means, but „they‟ never thought it up. It's admitted that the 

pocket is adaptable, oh how adaptable! like the limb of a tree and soft earth, 

to the end, but it is not designed. What puzzles me now is this: Do you by 

examination of the pocket find this out? Isn't it complicated enough? 

Suppose, for instance, that in the pocket were other pockets in the lining of the 

larger pocket. And suppose that in those pockets were the materials of an 
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emergency kit, fell vials of ointment, membrane sacs of dextro-maltose, tiny 

tubes of paw lotion ‒ would an arrangement such as this lead you to say that 

there was design? Or suppose it carried there a miniature telephone-by-air, a 

simple hoppie-talkie, built right into the hop-board, would that convince 

you?" 

I blushed. 

"You know", she went on, "when you said that there were ends, it 

seemed to me that this must mean that the kangaroo might conceive of 

something it wanted, such as, for instance, being at a certain place and eating 

a banana. But then it occurred to me that if it could conceive of ends it might 

quite as well conceive of means. There is no difference, I take it, in the 

conceiving. And further, I thought, if it can execute the end proposed, why 

should it not conceive a means and make an end of it. Of course, maybe when 

you spoke of ends you were not really thinking of the kangaroo at all. Blake 

spoke, you remember, of nobodaddy and I said 'they'. Maybe you have a word 

for it. Certainly you do not mean that there are ends, but they are not the ends 

of nobodaddy nor of the kangaroo. It's just als ob you didn't mean what you 

said". 

She looked at me and then she looked at the kangaroo. As a matter of 

fact she winked at the kangaroo, and the kangaroo bumped the little kanga-

roo out of the pocket, and then the kangaroo stuck her paw in her pocket, 

and perkily waited. The little kangaroo fell up and around, practicing hop-

ping. 

I was glad for the interruption and laughed, but the old lady was not 

finished. She resumed: "I think I know what you might say. Once upon a 

long time ago the kangaroos had no pockets at all. The weather was warm. In 

fact it was a hot time and the little kangaroos lay sprawling by day and by 

night or they hippetied along when moving time came. There was not a 

sneeze in a generation. But all the while there was a cycle and soon cold was 

all over the hopping-range. The little kangaroos shivered. Of course they 

gravitated toward their warm mothers. ('Gravitated' is a good word). Having 

gravitated, however, they were still not very warm, and they tried then to 

tiny-paw their ways into their mother's fur. (As you know, Mr. Freud did not 

forget to notice this). The first little kangaroos did not do very well. With 

the little impressions they made in their mothers, it's a miracle (pardon me!) 

that they were not nipped right off by some of those keen airs. But they 

lived. Anyhow the ninety degrees of that cycle was a billion days or years or 

geological ages in moderating. When it was all over, what do you suppose? No, 

you're wrong. It's hard to believe, I know, but behold! there was the kangaroo 
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with a pocket, jaunty as a mailman with his pouch. And the pocket was 

admirably suited to cradle and cozy the little kangaroo, and convenient too 

for travel. And that is how the kangaroo got its pocket. Is this the sort of 

thing you mean? By the way, someday I should like too to tell you how the 

elephant got its howdah". 

I said: "Lady, I said ends and means but that's as far as I can 

go". I think I stamped my foot, and suffered a mutation of one of my natural 

selection toes. And now I did leave, relieved to have kept my naturalistic 

integrity (a little stretched, I know), and to have saved my soul. My what? 

Confound that woman! 
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How to Kill a Business in Ten Easy Steps 

1. Don‟t advertise. Just pretend everybody knows what you have to offer. 

2. Don‟t advertise. Tell yourself you just don‟t have time to spend thinking 

about promoting your business. 

3. Don‟t advertise. Just assume everybody knows what you sell. 

4. Don‟t advertise. Convince yourself that you‟ve been in business so long 

customers will automatically come to you. 

5. Don‟t advertise. Forget that there are new potential customers who would 

do business with you if they were urged to do so. 

6. Don‟t advertise. Forget that you have competition trying to attract your 

customers away from you. 

7. Don‟t advertise. Tell yourself it costs too much to advertise and that you 

don‟t get enough out of it. 

8. Don‟t advertise. Overlook the fact that advertisement is an investment In 

selling - not an expense. 

9. Don‟t advertise. Be sure not to provide an adequate advertising budget for 

business. 

10. Don‟t advertise. Forget that you have to keep reminding your established 

customers that you appreciate their business. 
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La nuova gioventù 
 

Pier Paolo Pasolini 

(1922-1975) 

 

Poesie a Casarsa 

(1941-43) 
 

Casarsa 

 

(Friulano) 

Dedica. 

Fontana di aga dal me país. 

A no è aga pí fres-cia che tal me país. 

Fontana di rustic amòur. 
 

(Italiano) 

Dedica. 

Fontana d‟acqua del mio paese. 

Non c‟è acqua più fresca che nel mio paese. 

Fontana di rustico amore. 

 

(Scandinavo/Svedese) 

Dedikation. 

Vattufontänen i min by. 

Det finns inte vatten mer friskt än i min hemby. 

Fontän av en lantlig kärlek. 

 

 
Som ung lärare i sin hemstad Casarsa i Friulien debuterade Pier Paolo Pasolini under 

kriget med en samling ”friulanska” dikter, Den nya ungdomen. Fascismen hade 

förbjudit dialekter i den nationella enhetens namn, varför Pasolini sände samlingen till 

Schweiz där den recenserades av Gianfranco Contini. Han gjorde själv översättningen 

till italienska, för svensk översättning svarar CH Svenstedt. 

 

Pier Paolo Pasolini, alora giovane professore a Casarsa, a debuttato sotto la guerra con 

un libro di poesie ”friulane”, La meglio gioventù. Come il fascismo aveva prohibito i 
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dialetti, doveva mandare il libro in Svizzera dove é stata riferita dal critico Gianfranco 

Contini. Pasolini ha fatto stesso la traduzione italiana, Carl Henrik Svenstedt la 

traduzione svedese. 

 

 

Min jord (La mia terra) 
 

Antonio Di Sevo 

 

 

Där är jag född, mellan blommande träd. 

Mellan sädesfält och prästkragar. 

Där örnarna reder sitt bo. 

Mellan de vackraste bergen. 

Där vattenkällor strömmar ur jordens inre, 

och vinden stryker genom dalarna. 

Där vargens ylande klyver fullmånens natt. 

Jord! 

Bland okänt folk, men folk med stora förfäder. 

Där är jag född, där upptäckterna vände historien. 

Där poesin och sångerna 

Filosofin och arbetet, 

Flöt samman till en enda melodi. 

Och havets häftiga vind strök över träd och kullar, 

skulpterade dragen 

hos dem som stannade kvar, mödans anletsdrag. 

Här där olivträden utbreder sitt tusenåriga 

majestät, 

för att visa hur mycket man kan älska sin egen jord. 

Och Homeros sånger från tidens stora teater, 

än idag får sin återklang i vinden. 

Till vittnesbörd 

om det som var, min jord... 

 

(översättning 2014, Carl Henrik Svenstedt) 
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Art in Palazzo Ricci 

On a humid June evening I walk through the streets of the centro 

storico of Ascea. Having arrived in town just a few days earlier, I had not 

expected to see anything else but olive groves on hillsides and the im-

mensity of the sea below. However, as I pass the Palazzo Ricci I notice that 

the door is open, and upon entering the beautiful building I am greeted by 

Prof. Lars Aagaard-Mogensen who, wearing a white suit and smoking a 

cigarillos, tells me that there is an exhibition on inside the palazzo. Since 

admission is free and I have nothing better to do, I enter the stunning rooms 

which present the work of two international and three local artists.
1
 To my 

surprise, the exhibition turns out to be a great little treat. 

Local artists Giovanni Iannuzzi, Danilo Scognamillo, and Angelina 

Silvestre are joined by international artists Lennart Thougaard (Denmark) 

and Wendy James (USA), who have both worked regularly in Ascea during 

the past decade. While I look at Thougaard‟s series of abstract paintings, 

which is perhaps the centrepiece of the exhibition, I imagine how his work 

is imbued with impressions from the surroundings. Here the colours of the 

Cilentian landscape are liberated from their natural forms, and yet I believe 

that they are still the colours of this particular landscape. Clearly both 

Thougaard and James are not just foreign tourists who come to Cilento to lie 

on the beach; they come here to let the scenery and its people inspire their 

artistic work. 

However, the colours of Thougaard‟s abstract canvases are not 

remnants of the surroundings. As I walk through the rooms I start to 

recognise other fragments of Ascea and its people; collages of facades, 

views of streets, and even the old lady whom I have seen every morning 

sitting outside her house close to where I stay. Moreover, the exhibition also 

combines paintings which display striking sceneries, dreamy sequences, and 

menacing almost tactile qualities. 

Prof. Aagaard-Mogensen is still pacing the courtyard with his 

cigarillos when I exit the exhibition. It is a quiet evening so I strike up a 

conversation with him. “It is the first time the Elea Arte Club has organised 

an exhibition in this palazzo”, he tells me, and I cannot help asking him why 

                                                 
1 Now also including Ernesto Scivoli, Francesco Vaccaro, and Donald Clark; a total of 92 
works. 
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one would think of starting an art club in Ascea. “We wish to make people 

interested in something else than playing cards in the piazza,” he says with a 

big grin. “Because art is something which connects people,” he continues 

and tells me that most local writers and artists, and there are quite a few it 

seems, rarely display their work in public. 

Walking back into the dark, winding streets I cannot but admire the 

initiative by the Elea Arte Club. The exhibition in Palazzo Ricci does not try 

to please its audience with decorative flower paintings or romantic land-

scapes. Instead, I have found art works here which allow me to see the town 

and the surrounding landscape in a new and unexpected perspective. 

Combining the work of international and local artists, it shows that Ascea is 

not just another seaside resort offering tourist stunning scenery and beautiful 

beaches; it is a place for art lovers as well. 
 

Kaspar Thormod 

 

 

 

Angelina Silvestre  L’Amore Nascosto, 2008 
 

 

L’Amore Nascosto, or “Hidden Love” is a recent work by the 

Italian artist Angelina Silvestre. It is one of a group of paintings that signal a 

change in Silvestre‟s style, from delightful renderings of Italian landscapes 

and city scenes to more profound explorations of the meaning of love and 

sexual identity in contemporary society. 

This portrait of two lovers is set against, and almost blends into, an 

atmospheric background painted with black cross-hatchings that pay 

homage to the mosaic art of Silvestre‟s native Napoli. Her colour sensibility, 

though, is more indebted to the palate of the Impressionists, with its hues of 

pink and grey. The eye is gentled with these soft tones and considers a 

possible backdrop of hills, or perhaps a distant city that gestures towards 

Silvestre‟s earlier works, although in this recent series she has almost 

abandoned perspective in favour of a flatter, more two-dimensional space. It 

is only upon closer examination that the eye sees the jarring black padlocks 

that circle the couple‟s embrace, and realizes that this is no romantic idyll. 

What can we say of the central couple, standing, with his hand 

circling her waist? There is no joy here, and indeed the “love” of the title 

seems dangerous – or in danger. He: looking directly at us; she, with a 
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Modigliani neck but a face from Les Demoiselles D’Avignon, appears to 

gaze at her lover. Like in Picasso‟s work, she is not conventionally femi-

nine, with her angular and disjointed body shape and mask-like face, dis-

playing a slightly menacing, mysterious aura. However, the analogy with 

Picasso fades as one realizes that both lovers have their legs bound by belts, 

and locked, as though preventing escape. This is not the brazen sexuality of 

Picasso‟s Spanish prostitutes, or even of the self-confident woman of today. 

This love is neither one of cold commercial transaction, nor of pure, free, 

physical attraction. 

What the eye had taken as menace and mystery becomes more 

clearly a look of fear and perhaps shame, as the belts tighten and the locks 

surround. Instead of Picasso, one is taken back to the beginning, to Giotto‟s 

most famous fresco of the expulsion from the Garden of Eden, where the 

First Couple, in their shame, grieved even as they ran. Silvestre is working 

out this theme and its continued echo in the contemporary world. Our couple 

is also forced to wear clothing, but there is no escape for them. They are 

locked to the earthly, even while they seek transcendence; grounded in this 

place that is neither landscape nor city; forced to hold on to each other, 

loving while not being allowed to love. 

Silvestre has portrayed, in part, the tension of modern sexuality that 

is not allowed free reign or expression, and in part the fear and shame that 

any unconventional kind of love must face in Italy today. The ambiguity of 

the lover‟s sexual identity gestures towards the fear associated with homo-

erotic love, and her mask-like face reminds us of what we are forced to deny 

by the strictures of Church and moral duty. Yet the lovers seek freedom and 

transcendence: the ability to cast off their masks and become what they are – 

lovers, freely loving, without fear and without shame. 
 

Jane Forsey 
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ELEA   ARTE   CLUB 

 

Elea Arte Club tollera tutti gli 

artisti, di qualsiasi livello e 

tipo, impegno e età e 

appartenenza. 

 

Elea Arte Club sprona al 

perfezionamento e alla 

divulgazione di iniziative 

artistiche. 

 

Elea Arte Club invita tutti gli 

artisti e coloro che amano l‟arte ad unirsi. 

Contatto: wassardelea@gmail.com          

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Every year at Acropolis di Elea in July & August 

 

 

www.veliateatro.it 
 

Compagnia Michele Murino Cilento Arte 
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